
that has platformed swims – a perfect choice for the 
Robo 4-Arm.

On arrival, the chair itself was set up in no time. 
The locking leg nuts are a great feature.  Why don’t 
all chairs have this simple but effective design that 
ensures legs are fully open and won’t collapse?

Independently adjustable legs are another plus 
point and are operated easily by a spring loaded 
lever. Large rubber locking wheels also make 
adjusting the angle of the back a quick and effortless 
task and appear to be of sound quality, certainly as 
good as the ones I’ve seen on other chairs. 

I especially like the arm rests – they really do make 
a significant difference to comfort, and they also 
make getting out of chairs easier, too.

So far, so good. Now for attaching the accessories. 
On the top of each leg there is a handy StarGrip. 
These are quickly loosened and turned to face 
outwards and tightened in position. Then the feeder 
arms can be attached quickly both at the front and 
back of the chair and the angle adjusted easily using 
the unique StarGrip 360 System. The two rod rest 
heads, which are also provided, are then screwed 
into position, leaving just the lightweight bait tray, 
which is attached on the other side of the chair.

It didn’t take half as long as I had expected, and 
in minutes I was sitting comfortably waiting for the 
fish to bite.  My initial concerns about how rigid the 
whole set-up would be were soon dismissed.  When 
feeder fishing, especially in the winter, bites can 

be extremely delicate, so stability is paramount for 
detecting those tiny trembles on the rod tip.

30PLUS claim this new Robo 4-Arm is comfy 
enough to fall asleep in, and they have a point, as 
it’s a very comfortable chair. It’s ideal for long, static 
sessions, especially on venues where it’s impossible 
to use bank sticks. 

I can certainly see myself reaching for this tidy 
little package for my winter roach fishing, which 
involves fishing off a quay on the tidal River Frome.  
It’ll certainly make the sometimes harsh conditions a 
little more bearable!

FOLLOWING the success of the original Robo 
accessory chair, 30PLUS have now released the 

new Robo 4-Arm chair, which has enough design 
features to make it another top seller – I’m certainly 
impressed.

The 4-Arm chair is aimed at the more static angler. 
It tips the scales at around 14 lb, so isn’t perhaps a 

good choice if you’re moving swims a lot. But weight 
aside, this chair is up there with the best regarding 
specifications.

The package provides you with the ultimate 
accessory chair, enabling you to fish in total comfort 
with everything close to hand, which means you 
shouldn’t need to leave your seat once you’ve 
started fishing. 

This wider, taller Robo has a quality padded 

seating area and a fully padded head support – a 
welcome feature in the colder months. Arm rests are 
a nice touch on the 4-Arm and a great addition to 
what is undoubtedly a cosy chair.  If arms aren’t your 
thing, they can be removed quickly via a hex key, 
which comes supplied.

So, just how did this fancy looking piece of kit 
perform and, more importantly, was it a chore to put 
it all together?  I decided to visit a local club water 
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Robo’s big brother

The unique patent-pending StarGrip 360 allows you to 
adjust the feeder arm and rear stick to any angle, offering 
rod tip down and tip-in-the-air options. 

Spring-loaded locking nuts are a simple solution to prevent 
chair collapse when you're sitting on it. 

Fully adjustable legs featuring large swivelling mud feet 
are easy to operate, using the spring-loaded levers, making 
this chair suitable for uneven ground, too. 

The handy bait tray stores in a special concealed pocket on 
the back of the chair, where it’s secured with Velcro straps 
so that it doesn’t slip out.  

The large user-friendly recliner adjustment wheels are easy 
to use and appear durable. 

Included in the full 'bells and whistles' chair package is an 
adaptor for attaching any make of bite alarm to the front 
rest.  It features a nine-setting angle-lock and simply screws 
onto the feeder arm, great if you fancy dozing off!

A lightweight aluminium bait tray attaches to the front leg 
quickly for holding tackle items and baits that you want to 
keep to-hand. 

�The Robo 4-Arm 
accessory chair is ideal 

for both long static sessions 
and swims where bank 
sticks are unpractical. The 
whole system was up and 
ready in less than four 
minutes – not bad for its 
first outing.

Tried by MATT SPArKES                                  
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This new accessory chair package is ideal 
for a comfortable static fishing session. Quick 

and easy to set up, it’s constructed from strong 
and durable materials and components, with 
a maximum weight capacity of up to 22 stone, 

if you’re at the heavier end of the scale. It’ll 
appeal to both stillwater and river anglers. 

PrICE.  £149.99 
Shop around and you may find it cheaper.  
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